
MICROBIOLOGY – Petri Audio Dish For Kontakt 5

Thank you for purchasing Microbiology !

Here you can find info related to the library in general and also to its particular features

Details

- 16 bit / 44,1 kHz
- 570 MB (cca 300 single wav files)
- 100 nki files
- 4 categories of sounds – Backgrounds, Short, Long tonal, Rhythmic elements
- over 1 minute long looped wavs in backgrounds (many with 5 RR different start points)
- easy creation of your own Multis
- all tonal sounds are tuned 
- Kontakt 5 full version required for unlimited use
- The library will is usable also in the free Kontakt player (but you will have to reload patches every 
15 minutes)



General

Microbiology is instrument suitable for creation of unusual dreamy soundscapes, strange tonal or 
atonal ambient backgrounds, ghostly sound effects and moody textures. Microbiology was inspired 
by the idea of getting as close to the expression of microbial world and its sound (or atmosphere) as 
possible. The samples were generated using older hardware equipment – some samplers with its FX 
sections, grooveboxes and analoque synths. Few sounds were created using acoustic instruments as 
well. The sounds were recorded with manually adjusting their parameters in realtime... I can say, 
that the process of creation of this library was a lot of fun ! 
I believe that this is the reason this library will sound fresh also to your ears. 
The second important idea was blending of sounds – just like the chemicals, enzymes or amino 
acids blend and mingle in microbial world. This all happens in the presence of bacterias and viruses, 
microbes ready to infiltrate this world for the good, or bad of organisms. 
Therefore there are those 4 main categories of samples... they are ready to be mixed, ready for 
sound experiments.

Something about each one:

Bacterias

or bacgrounds. Little furry creatures waving with tens of their tiny legs and hands. This category 
contains looped soft electronic murmurs and chuckles. In some cases, samples are set to start from 5 
different starting points.

Amino Acids

or long tonals. Pool of life-giving liquids. Tuned dreamy synth sounds of longer decay suitable 
mainly as pad sounds.

Enzymes

or short tonals. Messengers of pleasures. Tuned synth sounds with shorter decay suitable mainly as 
solo sounds.

Viruses

or sort of a rhythmic elements. Dangerous folks, hands off ! Not drum kits in usual meaning of a 
word, more like short sound effects of a percussive nature.

Multis

Lifeforms of all kinds. Just try them :-) Sound creations consisting of various patches combinations.



General User Interface – Effects

There are 4 GUI screens in Microbiology. They are strangely named, and similarly, weird names (or 
functions) seem to have also all the controls. These were set just to „be in tune“ with the idea of this 
library, to feel „scientific“, secret and most of all to... make you smile. (Most of all the patches 
names are taken from actual microbial vocabulary, only few were „invented“ by myself) But please, 
no worries. If you click the info icon („I“ - the upper bar) in Kontakt, a help text saying exactly 
what effect and how are you using will be shown in the info bar at the bottom of the window, when 
hovering your mouse over a knob or a button. You will find out that those controls correspond to 
well known effects: Chorus, Flanger, Phaser, EQ, Lo-Fi, Stereo width, Reverb, Delay and Attack + 
Release controls.





Patch list

Amino Acids

Bacteria



Enzymes

Viruses

Multis



Have a great time using Microbiology...

Thank you one more time for your purchase. Use your library anyhow you like, commercially or
noncommercially, except reselling it or its parts further anyhow and in any form.

if any problem: info@atomhub.net

sincerely yours
Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
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